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Abstract:

This paper describes a methodology for detecting when a human has changed clothes. Changing clothes is
a basic activity of daily living which makes the methodology valuable for tracking the functional status of
elderly people, in the context of a non-contract unobtrusive monitoring system. Our approach uses Kinect and
the OpenNI SDK, along with a workflow of basic image analysis steps. Evaluation has been conducted on a
set of real recordings under various illumination conditions, which is publicly available along with the source
code of the proposed system at http://users.iit.demokritos.gr/ tyianak/ClothesCode.html.

1

INTRODUCTION

The elderly population is constantly growing during
the last decades and is expected to grow dramatically
over the next few years, especially in Europe. This
increase has made elderly care a rapidly growing task
and in particular it has led to major research effort
on implementing automatic assistive services for the
elderly, in order to facilitate independent living. In
this work, we employ image analysis techniques applied on data recorded from the Kinect sensor (Kin,
2011)(Zhang, 2012), in order to detect that a human
has changed clothes between two successive recording sessions. The purpose of such a service is to measure the functional status of a person in the context
of in-home unobtrusive health monitoring. The ability to change clothes is an important self-care tasks
taken into consideration by health professionals when
monitoring a patient, especially for the case of people
with disabilities or the elderly. Such functional activities are referred to as Activities of daily living (ALDs)
(Self-maintenance, 1969) and include self-care tasks
such as: bathing, personal hygiene, toilet hygiene and
eating (Collin et al., 1988)(Collin and Wade, 1988)
Automatically recognizing ADLs has gained research interest during the last years. This is usually
achieved through sensors such as accelerometers, Radio Frequency Identification (RFIDs), microphones
and cameras (Fleury et al., 2010)(Stikic et al., 2008).
In (Fleury et al., 2010) a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been employed in order to

recognize among 7 ADLs, based on several sensors:
infra-red presence sensor, wearable kinematic sensors, microphones and others. For the particular case
of the dressing/undressing activity, the overall classification accuracy was found equal to 75%, while the
maximum confusion was observed for the “resting”
and “sleeping” activities. Instead of recognizing the
(un)dressing activity among other classes of events,
in this work we focus on simply answering the binary
question: “has the person changed clothes between
two successive recordings?”. The task then simplifies
to (a) detect the clothes worn by the person (b) model
the clothes and (c) measure the similarity of clothes
detected between two recordings.
Automatically recognizing apparel using visual
information can have a wide range of potential applications: surveillance, e-commerce, household automated services, etc. Depending on the field of application and the approach of information acquisition
the respective methods has been either applied on single color images (e.g., (Chen et al., 2012)(Liu et al.,
2012b)) or combination of color and depth images
(e.g., (Maitin-Shepard et al., 2010)). In the context
of shopping recommendation and customer profiling,
some papers have proposed adopting visual analysis methods to describe clothing appearance with semantic attributes. (Chen et al., 2012) proposes using SIFT descriptors and SVMs to predict 26 predefined attributes concerning clothing patterns, colors, gender as well as general clothing categories (e.g.
shirts). (Liu et al., 2012b) describes a method for
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clothing retrieval using a daily human photo captured
in a general environment (e.g. street). In (Liu et al.,
2012a), an automatic occasion-oriented (e.g. wedding) clothing recommendation system is presented.
Towards this end, Histograms of Oriented Gradient
(HOG) and color histograms have been adopted as
features, while SVMs have been used as classifiers.
In a similar context, (Bossard et al., 2013) introduces
a pipeline for recognizing and classifying people’s
clothing in natural scenes. Among others, HOGs and
color histograms are used as features, while classification is achieved via Random Forests. (Kalantidis
et al., 2013) presents a visual analysis method that
suggests clothing results given a single image.
Visual-based clothing classification has also been
used in household service robotic applications, i.e.
in automated laundry. In (Willimon et al., 2011), a
robotic system which identifies and extracts items sequentially from a pile using only visual sensors is described. Classification of each clothing item is conducted based on a six-class hierarchy (pants, shorts,
short-sleeve shirt, long-sleeve shirt, socks, or underwear). Depth information is also used based on a
stereo pair of cameras. In (Maitin-Shepard et al.,
2010) an application of robotic towel folding is presented, where image (both color and depth) analysis is
adopted to detect corners that can be used for grasping
the towel. (Ramisa et al., 2012) also presents a grasping point detection method using color and depth
information from a Kinect device. This work focuses on identifying the grasping points in one single
step, even when clothes are highly wrinkled, therefore avoiding multiple re-graspings. (Willimon et al.,
2013) focuses on defining mid-level features in order to boost the clothing classification performance.
Again, the task here is to classify clothes from a pile
of laundry (three categories have been used: shirts,
socks and dresses).

row down the particular task. The Kinect middle-ware
produces two matrices that are used for this purpose:
(a) pixel matrix: this matrix contains the color information of each pixel in the RGB color space (b) user
matrix: this matrix indicates if the respective pixels
belong to a user (human) or not.
Using these matrices it is possible to maintain only
the important information, that is, the user-related
color values. Following that basic notation, the areas
of interest for the particular task have been set. In particular, two primary areas have been defined, namely,
the torso area (used to model the upper clothes evaluation) and the lower body (used to model the lower
clothes). The determination of these areas of interest was based on the user data provided by Kinect
and information stemming from particular joint coordinates of the skeleton, also provided by the Kinect
sensor. The upper body area is based on a rectangular area, with dimensions that are primarily defined
by the shoulders and torso joints and then enhanced
based on the user’s body width and height. Following
the same method we form the user’s lower body area
by using his hip and knee joints, from the skeleton
estimate, and performing similar improvements.

2.2 Clothes Color Representation

2.1 Clothes Detection

For each area of interest (torso and lower body), 60
feature values related to the color of the respective
clothing are extracted. In particular, 30 features stem
from the three histograms from the color information
(RGB), since 10 bins per color channels are used in
the histogram calibration. Similarly, 30 features stem
from the histograms of the edges of each color coordinate. Towards, this end, the Sobel image operator
is applied on each color coordinate. At each frame
where a human is detected, a feature vector of the area
of interest is calculated as described above, along with
a respective confidence measure related to that detection. This process forms a feature matrix X : M × D,
whose rows correspond to the respective feature vectors. The confidence measure is extracted according
to the following weighted heuristic:

The Kinect Sensor provides RGB, depth data and
skeletal tracking information, i.e 3D coordinates of
tracked body skeletons ( (Xia et al., 2011)(Shotton
et al., 2013)). In particular, we have employed the
OpenNI SDK (http://www.openni.org/) in order to
identify the positions of these key joints on the human body (hands, elbows, head, etc), along with other
human position information such as orientation estimates and distance from the sensor. The first step is
to specify the bounds of the areas of interest to nar-
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H(O, R, D) = w1 · cos2 (O) + w2 · R + w3 · √ e 2σ2
2 πσ
(1)
The first factor is based on the user’s orientation in
the room (in degrees): frontal orientation either looking to the Kinect (O = 0) or at the other side (O = 180)
gives the highest confidence while profile orientations
(e.g. O = 90) gives the lowest. The second factor depends on R which is the ratio of the current to
the previous user pixel count (i.e. number of pixels
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that belong to the human, as estimated by the middleware). The last factor takes into account the user’s
distance from the sensor, where the σ is set to reflect
the expected. The respective weights of each factor
wi are determined by the efficiency of the heuristic
in our various experiments and our only restriction is
that w1 + w2 + w3 = 1. In our experiments we use
w1 = w2 = 0.4 , w3 = 0.2.
Finally, each recording session is represented as a
single feature vector which is computed as a weighted
average of individual feature vectors Fn =

∑M
i=1 Xi,n ·Ci
,
∑M
i=1 Ci

where D is the number of feature dimensions (60),
M is the number of samples (feature vectors) of the
recording session, Xi,n is the n-th feature of the i-th
sample, n = 1, . . . , D, and Ci is the confidence value
of the i-th sample of the recording.

2.3 Color Constancy
The proposed system should function under a real
home-environment, therefore there is a need for robustness to varying illumination conditions. Towards
this end, we include in our methodology a color
constancy method, aiming towards color features retaining constant statistics under different illumination
conditions (Funt et al., 1996). In particular, we have
experimented with the following static methods for
color constancy: (a) the Grey-World algorithm which
assumes that the average color in a scene is achromatic and therefore normalizes each color based to
the respective gray (average) values (b) the WhitePatch method which normalizes each color coordinate
by the respective maximum channel value achieving
maximization towards a hypothetical white reference
area and (c) a simple modification of the White-Patch
which uses the average value of a range of highvalued pixels (instead of using the global maximum)
in order to increase robustness to noise.

3

EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Data Used
In order to evaluate the cloth change detection ability
of the proposed approach, a dataset of real recordings
has been compiled and manually annotated. In total,
four humans have participated in the recordings under two different lighting conditions, namely natural
and artificial lighting. For each case, a different number of upper and lower apparel has been used. Each
recorded session is stored on a separate oni file using

the OpenNI library. The name of these files indicate
the IDs of the corresponding apparel.

3.2 Evaluation Method
In this Section we describe the adopted methodology for the evaluation of the discrimination ability of
the adopted color representation. We particularly describe the process for the upper clothes as it is exactly
the same for the lower clothes case. Given:
• a set of upper clothes feature vectors FUi , i =
1, . . . , N, where N is the total number of video sessions of 60 elements each.
• a vector of upper labels LUi , i = 1, . . . , N where
each different value represents a distinct piece of
clothing. This is used as ground truth in the evaluation process.
We start by creating the confusion matrix CM
and initializing it with zeros. Then for each possible pair of FUi and FUj where i = 1, . . . , N and
j = 1, . . . , N, j 6= i we compute their Euclidean distance DUi, j and compare it to a user-defined threshold
T . If DUi, j is greater than T then that pair of clothes
is perceived to be different, otherwise the same. So
we now have four separate cases:
• CM1,1 : number of times that two feature vectors
have the same estimated label (DUi, j ≤ T ) and the
same ground truth label (LUi = LU j ) - true negative
• CM1,2 : number of times that two feature vectors
have different estimated labels (DUi, j > T ) but the
same ground truth label (LUi = LU j ) - false positive
• CM2,1 : number of times that two feature vectors
have the same estimated label (DUi, j ≤ T ) but different ground truth labels (LUi 6= LU j )- false negative
• CM2,2 : number of times that two feature vectors
have different estimated labels (DUi, j > T ) and
different truth labels (LUi 6= LU j ) - true positive
After computing the overall confusion matrix, as
described above, it is normalized so that the two
events are considered equiprobable and finally the
performance measures Precision, Recall and F1 meaCM2,2
CM2,2
sure are calculated: Pr = 2 CM
, Re = 2 CM
∑i=1

i,2

∑i=1

2,i

and F1 = 2·Pr·Re
Pr+Re . The exact same evaluation process
is repeated for the lower clothing.

3.3 Evaluation Results
As described above, the recordings have been conducted under two different general illumination cate-
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Table 1: F1 evaluation results (%) for different lighting conditions and all feature calibration methods.
No color constancy
Gray world
White Patch
Modified White Patch

Artificial
77
78
84
85

Natural
82
83
82
85

Mixed
72
71
77
80

gories (natural and artificial lighting). The evaluation
has been based on these two categories, as long as
their “mixed” condition: the latter is the general (and
harder) case of detecting changes under all possible
illumination conditions. The results of this process
are shown in Table 1. Due to space limitations, we do
not present the performance results for the upper and
lower clothings but only their averages. However, we
would like to report that, in average, the problem of
detecting changes on the lower clothes is at least 10%
harder, in terms of F1 measure. This is probably due
to the fact that the lower body part is usually not entirely visible, in the context of a real home environment, since there are usually pieces of furniture and
other objects intervening between the sensor and the
human.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a Kinect-based approach to detecting changes in users’ clothes in a smart home environment in the context of measuring the functional
status of the elderly. The whole system has been implemented in the Processing programming language,
using the OpenNI SDK and achieves real-time detection. In order to evaluate the proposed approach, a
dataset of recordings under various illumination conditions has been compiled, which is also publicly
available. Experimental results have indicated that
the overall change detection method achieves up to
80% performance for mixed lighting conditions and
85 for single conditions, that is 8% compared to the
performance when the initial feature representation is
adopted. In addition, the adopted color constancy approach abridges the gap at the performance between
different illumination conditions. In the context of the
carried out ongoing work we focus on the following
directions: (a) implementation of more advanced image features (e.g. HOGs) (b) evaluation of more sophisticated color constancy techniques and (c) extension of the benchmark with more users and clothes
combinations.
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